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2013 marked a watershed in the illegal trade and 
consumption of guilty pleasure videos in London and the 
trend is set to continue, with one influential Westminster 
think tank labelling the problem “proper bad…innit”. 

Guilty pleasure films on video tape had until recently 
mostly fallen out of circulation. They include titles such as 
McConaugh-comedy, ‘Ed TV’, Jack Black-listed horror 
sequel, ‘I Still Know What You Did Last Summer’, 
Moustache porno, ‘3 Men and a Baby’ and  Kevin Cost-
how-much-to-make?? passion project, ‘Waterworld’, to 
name a small cross-section of the illegal substances.

It is currently unknown how many videos are in existence 
across the capital.

According to crime expert Herman Schultz, lead analyst at 
SlightlySkewedCrimeStatisticsToMeetEveryBudget.com, 
in some areas of the capital as many as one in ten 
households may, at some point, have had access to illegal 
material. 

“Our analysis suggests that consumption of this material 
increases in those areas of London where people have 
ready access to electricity, as well as the videos 
themselves… and VHS players. The problem is 
widespread. In one South London postcode alone we 
estimate that up to ten percent of residents have access to 
these videos. This is very worrying. While the area in 
question is predominantly an industrial zone, with one 
enclave of ten, mostly derelict houses, it does illustrate the 
point”. 

“The point being that our reasonably-priced research 
shows that these videos are probably very widespread”. 

“Not to labour the point, but these videos really could be 
anywhere, except those areas of the capital with limited 
electricity, such as Richmond Park, and the majority of the 
Thames”.

To tackle the growing epidemic, the Obscene Publications 
Unit (OPU) has been granted increased powers, in what 
has been called the biggest Metropolitan Police shakeup 
since the PJ&Duncan-gate scandal.

Metropolitan Police Commissioner Sir Tobias Capegoat 
spoke to NON News, describing the unit as a vital 
instrument in the Met's arsenal. 

“The way I like to describe our role is through the analogy 
of sport”, Sir Capegoat explains, “an analogy I find useful 
when talking to the general public or the media. Do let me 
know if you don’t understand and I’ll slow down. If you 
think of this type of crime as a ‘goalkeeper’, then I’m a 
top class ‘striker’, continuously hitting ‘balls’ into their 
‘net’, using my ‘head’, my ‘feet’, or any other part of my 
‘body’, except my ‘hands’ or ‘arms’ which represent 
excessive force and illegal practices, respectively”. 

“My staff in this unit are my balls, it’s my job to make 
sure my balls score. My job is made easier by a wide 
network of trusted individuals I can rely on to provide 
information to me and my balls, ‘goal line technology’ if 
you will”. 

“When all goes well we’re world-class. It’s been a very 
difficult year and we face increasing challenges in a 
changing environment. We’re basically Manchester United 
Losing 2-1 at home to Swansea at the moment”.

“As the head of this operation I am ultimately responsible, 
but for some reason I always seem to be the only target of 
criticism”.      

NON News has learned that the Met is working in 
conjunction with a Washington DC-based government 
organisation named SIRIUS, formerly known as the Crime 
Research Commission of America (CRCA). 

In a statement, spokesperson Rachael Nakagawa said that 
SIRIUS stood for Strategic Intelligence Research 
Intervention United States. 

“New federal rules were introduced in 2012 which forced 
us to come up with a catchier acronym than ‘CRCA’ for 
the organisation. Unfortunately, budget constraints meant 
that a university student on a one-day internship at the 
organisation was made responsible for the name change 
and he chose an acronym before deciding what it actually 
meant. It was a perfect storm of incompetence”. 

“The intern also somehow had the phrases ‘Got crime? 
Get SIRIUS’ and ‘SIRIUS-ly good crime stoppers’ added 
to all outgoing communications. Luckily we’ve managed 
to have this changed, but we cannot change the name. It’s 
been a nightmare”. 

Unable to comment further on the details of Met-SIRIUS 
cooperation, Ms Nakagawa did praise the ongoing 
relationship and said her organisation looked forward to 
assisting with further arrests, namely the end of the five 
year international man hunt for America's most wanted, 
Jackie Chan.

Remember to follow Tommy Casserole & NON News 
for further developments on this story.


